Molecular & Cellular Biology Program

2016 Incoming Students

Thomas Bello
U of Arizona,
Visit 1

Andrew Bondesson
U of California Berkeley,
Visit 1

Karina Diaz
U of California Davis, MSTP

Dan Ellis
Whitman College,
Visit 2

Miles Freeman
Morehouse College, MSTP

Meghan Garrett
Santa Clara U, Visit 2

Ted Gobillot
U of Pittsburgh, MSTP

Eli Grunblatt
Yeshiva U, MSTP

Kyle Hess
California State U Fullerton, Visit 1

Madeleine Hewitt
Rice U, Visit 2

Kristin Holmes
San Francisco State U, Visit 1

John Huddleston
Western Washington U, Visit 2

Tim Huddy
California State Polytechnic U, Visit 2

Daniel Humphrys
U of Washington, Visit 1

Laura Jackson
U of Connecticut, Visit 1

Holly Jacobs
College of Wooster, Visit 2

Kathryn Kistler
Pomona College, Visit 1

Chris Large
U of Puget Sound, Visit 2

Megan Maurano
U of California Davis, MSTP

Maria Nelson
New York U, MSTP

Greg Olson
Brown U, MSTP

Nicholas Pease
Xavier U, Visit 1

Taylor Ward
U of California Los Angeles, Visit 1

Hayley Waterman
Western Washington U, Visit 1

Cindy Wei
U of Washington, Visit 2